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Abstract
Telomeres play important roles in genome stability and cell proliferation. High risk neuroblastoma (HRNB), an
aggressive childhood cancer, is especially reliant on telomere maintenance. Three recurrent genetic aberrations in
HRNB (MYCN amplification, TERT re-arrangements, and ATRX mutations) are mutually exclusive and each capable
of promoting telomere maintenance mechanisms (i.e., through telomerase or ALT). We analyzed a panel of 5
representative HRNB cell lines and 30 HRNB surgical samples using assays that assess average telomere lengths,
length distribution patterns, single-stranded DNA on the G- and C-strand, as well as extra-chromosomal circular
telomeres. Our analysis pointed to substantial and variable degrees of telomere DNA damage in HRNB, including
pervasive oxidative lesions. Moreover, unlike other cancers, neuroblastoma consistently harbored high levels of C-
strand ssDNA overhangs and t-circles, which are consistent with active “telomere trimming”. This feature is
observed in both telomerase- and ALT-positive tumors and irrespective of telomere length distribution. Moreover,
evidence for telomere trimming was detected in normal neural tissues, raising the possibility that TMMs in HRNB
evolved in the face of a canonical developmental program of telomere shortening. Telomere trimming by itself
appears to distinguish neuroectodermal derived tumors from other human cancers, a distinguishing characteristic
with both biologic and therapeutic implications.
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euroblastoma is the most common extracranial solid tumor
children. It accounts for 6% of all pediatric tumor diagnosis,
t 10% of mortality [1], making it one of the most aggressive and
thal childhood cancers. While many patients initially respond
front-line therapy, progression is frequent and leads to

emo-resistant disease and poor survival [2]. Genomic studies
ve revealed MYCN, TERT, and ATRX aberrations to be frequent
d mutually exclusive drivers in high-risk disease. Because a
mmon connection between these aberrations is their activation of
lomere maintenance mechanisms (TMMs), telomeres and
MMs have emerged as pivotal attributes of high-risk neuroblas-
ma (HRNB) [3].
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Telomeres are special nucleoprotein structures that cap chromo-
me ends to maintain genome stability, while concurrently playing a
y role in controlling cellular proliferation [4]. Telomere DNA
mprises numerous copies of a short repeat (5′-TTAGGG-3′/
-CCCTAA-3′), which is G-rich on the 3′-end-containing strand
-strand) and C-rich on the complementary, 5′-end-containing
rand (C-strand). This telomere DNA nucleates the assembly of a
ecial nucleoprotein structure at chromosome ends, which in turn
lows the cells to recognize the normal ends (from abnormal double
rand breaks) and to suppress inappropriate fusion and recombina-
on reactions at telomeres [5,6]. Moreover, an adequate amount of
lomeric DNA is required to sustain cell proliferation, and a
mmon hallmark of cancer cells is their acquisition of replicative
mortality through up-regulation of TMMs [7]. In neuroblastoma,
lomere DNAs are most often maintained by telomerase activation,
hich is strongly associated with MYCN amplification and TERT
utations [8,9]. However, a significant percentage of neuroblastoma
mors (as high as 20% to 25% in some reports) utilizes alternative
ngthening of telomeres (ALT, a recombination pathway) to
plenish telomere DNA, and this pathway is tightly linked to
TRX mutations and deletions [10,11]. (The frequency of
LT-positive tumors may be substantially lower in some cohorts
agnosed at a young age [8]). There is growing evidence that in
dition to molecular biomarkers, telomere-specific features (length,
terogeneity, and extra-chromosomal telomeric DNA) are indepen-
ntly prognostic of high-risk disease [10,12,13]. This suggests that
lomeres and TMMs are strongly connected to the underlying
olecular pathogenesis of neuroblastoma and are of biological and
inical relevance. Indeed, a recent mechanistic classification of NB,
rived from extensive profiling of numerous tumor samples, points
TMM as a key prognostic indicator [14].
While telomeres and TMMs have attracted considerable attention
r their diagnostic and therapeutic potentials, previous characteri-
tion of telomere structures in this cancer is largely limited to
easurements of average telomere lengths (by Southern analysis) and
-circle levels (marker of ALT activity) [12,13]. However, there are
her significant telomere features that impact on tumor biology. For
ample, the levels of single-stranded DNA on either the G- or
-strand could be indicative of abnormal telomere metabolism.
hile normal telomeres generally harbor a short (50 to 200 nt)
-overhang of the G-strand, “deprotected” telomeres can carry much
nger overhangs due to excessive degradation of the C-strand [4].
-overhangs of the C-strand have also been reported in selected
ttings, and been postulated to be a marker of telomere
combination and ALT [15–17]. In addition, the fraction of short
lomeres in the cell instead of average telomere lengths, may be a
tter measure of cell proliferation, since even a few abnormally short
lomeres are sufficient to trigger a senescence response [18].
ccordingly, assays such as STELA have been developed to
ecifically assess the levels of short telomeres [19–21]. These assays
pically involve ligation of chromosome ends to one or two anchor
igonucleotides, followed by PCR amplification and Southern
alysis to detect the amplified telomere fragments. To date, such
says (i.e., STELA or variants of STELA) have been applied mostly
primary cells (e.g., fibroblasts and lymphocytes) [20–22], and have
t been used for comprehensive profiling of human cancers.
In this study, we broadened the characterization of telomeres in
uroblastoma by applying a series of assays that examined different
pects of telomere structures in cell lines and tumor samples derived
om HRNB. Surprisingly, we found that HRNB harbors high levels
C-strand overhangs that are independent of ALT activation. The
-strand overhangs are also observed in normal neural tissues, and is
ely due to active “telomere trimming”. The existence of telomere
imming in HRNB is further supported by the detection of
bstantial t-circles in multiple cell lines. In addition, in the course of
alyzing telomere length distribution via STELA, we observed quite
riable and often poor amplification of telomere DNA, indicative of
bstantial telomere damage. Further analysis suggests that the
lomere DNA damages included 8-oxo-2′-deoxyguanine as well as
her lesions. Our findings point to unique features of telomere
namics in neuroblastoma that may have clinical implications.

aterials and methods

umor samples and cell lines

Use of neuroblastoma patient tissues for genetic studies was
proved by the institutional review boards of Memorial Sloan
ettering Cancer Center (Clinicaltrials.gov NCT00588068). Writ-
n informed consent was obtained from patients or legal guardians at
e time of surgical resection. All patients diagnosed with
uroblastoma at MSKCC had tumor samples archived in the
mor inventory. For this study, tumor samples were selected at
ndom from the tumor registry to represent HRNB (n = 30). Only
uroblastomas from patients with metastatic disease were chosen.
NA was extracted and the integrity evaluated by gel electrophoresis.
ll tumors selected for the telomere studies passed pathology review
r adequate tumor content (N50%) and adequate DNA quality.
rimary acute myeloid leukemia (AML) specimens were obtained
ith informed consent and IRB approval at Weill Cornell Medical
ollege. DNA was likewise extracted and the integrity evaluated by
l electrophoresis.
Neuroblastoma cell lines SK-N-MM, SK-N-BE(2)N, SK-N-F1
ere originally established at MSKCC, while LAN-1 and LAN-6
ere kindly provided by Dr. Robert Seeger at CHLA, Los Angeles.
hese cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented
ith 10% fetal bovine serum and 100 units/ml penicillin–
reptomycin. Leukemia cell lines MOLM13, K562 and KCL22
ere obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)
the DMSZ repository; these cell lines were authenticated and

sted for mycoplasma. The leukemia cells were cultured in Iscove's
odified Dulbecco's Medium (IMDM; Life technologies) supple-
ented with 10%~20% fetal bovine serum (FBS) according to
lture conditions specified by ATCC and 1% penicillin/streptomy-
n (Pen/Strep; Life Technologies). The human cervical cancer cell
e HeLa and osteosarcoma cell line U2OS were also obtained from
TCC, and were cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium
pplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 100 units/ml
nicillin–streptomycin.
Genomic DNA from tumors and cell lines were prepared using the
ll Prep kit (Qiagen), QiaAmp DNAMini extraction kit (Qiagen), or
e GeneJET genomic DNA purification kit (Thermo Fisher
ientific). The integrity of all preparations was verified by gel
ectrophoresis and concentrations determined by NanoDrop 2000
hermo Scientific).

outhern Analysis of Telomere Restriction Fragments
Standard Southern analysis of telomere restriction fragments
RF) was performed using established protocols with minor
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odifications [23]. Briefly, chromosomal DNAs were digested with
infI and RsaI, and fractionated in 0.8% agarose gels. Following
ansfer to nylon membranes, the blot was hybridized to a telomere
peat probe ((TTAGGG)82).

ELA
DNA from cell lines and tumor samples was extracted and purified
ing the GeneJET genomic DNA purification kit (Thermo Fisher
ientific). Ligation to telorette oligos [24] was performed in 15 μl
action containing 10 ng genomic DNA, 0.01 μM telorette oligo, 1×
utSmart Buffer (NEB), 1 mM ATP, and 800 U T4 DNA ligase
EB) at 35 °C for 20 hours [21]. PCR assays were carried out in 25

l reactions containing 500 pg template DNA, 1 μM each of the
btelomeric forward primer and the teltail reverse primer, 1× Failsafe
R PreMix H, and 2.5 U of Failsafe polymerase (Lucigen). Cycling

actions were performed in SimpliAmp (Applied Biosystems) with
e following parameters: 30 sec at 94 °C, 30 sec at 60 °C and 12 min
72 °C. Unless indicated otherwise, 33 cycles were utilized for these
actions. An alternative set of STELA amplification reactions (based
[25]) were carried out in 15 μl containing 1× Taq buffer (Thermo
sher), 0.3 mM of each dNTP, 0.4 μM of forward and reverse
imers, and 1 U of Pwo:Taq (10:1) polymerase mix. Twenty-nine
cles of 15 sec at 94 °C, 30 sec at 64 °C and 10 min at 68 °C were
ed for the alternative STELA. To ensure adequate coverage of the
lomere size distribution, we performed 3 to 6 parallel PCR reactions
r each ligated DNA sample. The reaction products were analyzed by
ectrophoresis in 0.8% agarose gels and subjected to Southern using
e appropriate subtelomeric probes or a telomere repeat probe
TTAGGG)82). Following PhosphorImager scanning (GE Health-
re), the sizes of individual telomeres were determined using TESLA
ftware [21], and the results analyzed and plotted using Prism
raphPad Software). In some of STELA assays, 50 ng of genomic
NA was digested with 5 U of Endonuclease VIII (NEB) and 4 U of
g (NEB) in 1× CutSmart buffer (NEB) at 37 °C for 2 h. Both
ycosylases were inactivated at 75 °C for 20 min. Digested DNAs
ere applied to the ligation reaction for STELA analysis.

-Gel Hybridization Analysis of ssDNA on Telomere G- and
-Strand
The standard in-gel hybridization analysis was performed using a
mbination of established protocols with minor modification [26].
r most assays, untreated genomic DNA was loaded directly onto a
8% agarose gel, and the current applied until the bromophenol blue
e has migrated about 4 cm into the gel. (This allows the signals to
concentrated into a tight band, thereby increasing the sensitivity of
tection.) The gel was soaked in 2× SSC, and then dried for 30
inutes (into a thin layer) using a vacuum pressure of 550 mm Hg.
he labeled G4 and C4 oligonucleotides, corresponding to four
pies of the telomeric G-strand and C-strand repeats, were used as
e probes, and hybridization was performed in the Church Mix at 42
. In some analysis, genomic DNA was digested with either
xonuclease I or RecJf before being subjected to the in-gel
bridization analysis.

-Circle Assays
The C-circle assay was carried out as described [27] with minor
odifications. Briefly, genomic DNAs were digested with EcoRI, and
en subjected to rolling circle amplification in 20 μl reactions that
ntain 30 ng digested DNA, 0.2 mg/ml BSA, 0.1% Tween, 1 mM
ch dATP, dGTP and dTTP, 1×Φ29 Buffer and 5 UNxGen® phi29
NA polymerase (Lucigen). The reactions were performed at 30 °C
r 16 h, and then the DNA polymerase inactivated at 65 °C for 20
in. For quantification, the reaction products were dot-blotted onto
2× SSC-soaked nylon membrane (Hybond-N, GE Healthcare,
c.). Following UV-cross-linking, the G-strand products of C-circle
says were detected through hybridized at ~55 °C with 32P-labeled
8 probe ((CCCTAA)8).

lkaline Gels
The alkaline gel electrophoresis was performed with modifications
om a previously described protocol [28]. Genomic DNAs were
gested with 135 U of Fpg (NEB) at 37 °C for 2 h and inactivation of
g was followed the addition of EDTA to 2 mM. After ethanol
ecipitation, DNAs were resuspended in 18 μl of alkaline loading
ffer and denatured for 1.5 h at room temperature. The alkaline gel
.8%) was prepared and pre-run at 1.5 V/cm for 1 h before the
plication of samples. After overnight electrophoresis at 1.5 V/cm,
e gel was washed in 2× SSC for 30 min, stained for 45 min in 1 μg/
L of ethidium bromide, and destained in dH2O for 30 min. After
e stained gel was photographed, it was soaked sequentially in 0.25
HCl (30 min) and 0.5 N NaOH/1.5 M NaCl (45 min), and then
nsed with 10× SSC. The processed gel was blotted into nylon
embrane (Hybond-N, GE Healthcare, Inc.) in 10× SSC and the
ot was subjected to the standard telomere Southern using the
P-labeled G8 ((TTAGGG)8) and C8 ((CCCTAA)8) probes.
llowing PhosphorImager scanning (GE Healthcare), the signals
ere quantified using ImageQuant software and plotted (Molecular
ynamics Inc.).

Gels
The two-dimensional gel analysis was performed as before [29]
ith slight modifications. Briefly, genomic DNA (5 μg) was digested
ith HinfI and AluI and subjected to two rounds of electrophoresis.
he first dimension (0.5% agarose) was run at 0.5 V/cm for 16 h in
e absence of ethidium bromide (EtBr). The gel was then stained
ith 0.3 μg/ml EtBr to visualize the size standards and bulk
romosomal DNA. Gel strips containing DNA in the 1.0 kb to ~15
size range are excised and impregnated in a 1.2% agarose gel

ntaining 0.3 μg/ml EtBr. Electrophoresis was then performed in
e orthogonal direction to the original gel lanes at 5 V/cm for 3.5 h.
he DNAs in the gels were transferred to nylon membrane and
obed with (TTAGGG)82.

esults

elomeres in HRNB Cell Lines Contain Substantial C-Strand
verhangs Regardless of the Corresponding TMMs
Our long-term objective is to comprehensively characterize the
lomeres of HRNB tumors for diagnostic and therapeutic
scoveries. As a benchmark for our telomere assays, we examined
e ALT-positive cell line (SK-N-MM) and two telomerase-positive
es (LAN-1 and SK-N-BE(2)N) (Figure 1). First, we analyzed their
erall telomere length distributions by standard TRF Southern. As
pected for ALT-positive cancer cells, the telomere sizes of
-N-MM were extremely heterogeneous and range from N10 kb
~0.5 kb (Figure 1A). In contrast and also as expected, the telomeres
the two telomerase-positive cell lines were clustered in narrower

ze ranges, i.e., 5 to 10 kb for LAN-1 and 3 to 6 kb for
-N-BE(2)N, respectively.
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Figure 1. Analysis of telomere lengths and structures in neuroblastoma cell lines. A. Southern analysis for telomere restriction fragments
(TRFs) was performed using DNA from one ALT positive cell line (SK-N-MM) and two telomerase positive cell lines (LAN-1 and
SK-N-BE(2)N). B. Undigested genomic DNA from NB cell lines (Top) and AML cell lines (bottom) was subjected to in-gel hybridization
assay to measure single-stranded DNA on the G- and C-strand. Ethidium bromide stained gels that were used for the analysis are shown
below each blot. This applies to all in-gel hybridization assays presented in this paper. C. The G- and C-strand overhang signals were tested
with respect to their sensitivity to Exonuclease I and RecJf. Different amounts of Exonuclease I (0 U, 1 U, and 10 U) and RecJf (0 U, 1 U, 5
U, 10 U) were used to digest 150 to 300 ng of genomic DNA at 37 °C 1 h and 2 h, respectively. Exonuclease I and RecJf degrade
single-stranded 3′-overhang and 5′-overhang, respectively. Arrowhead indicates G-strand that appears to be partially resistant to
Exonuclease I. D. C-circle assays were performed using 30 ng DNA from the indicated cell lines (left). All C-circle analysis of cell lines and
tumor samples were performed in duplicates or quadruplets. A series of titration indicates that the assay was not saturated with up to 32
ng of SK-N-MM DNA, which exhibits the highest level of C-circles among all the analyzed samples (right).
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Next, we assessed the levels of single-stranded telomere DNA on
e G- and C-strand by in-gel hybridization. For this analysis, we
plied undigested DNA directly to the gel such that the telomere
DNA signal from the chromosomes was concentrated in a tight
nd, thus maximizing the sensitivity of detection. As noted before,
rmal chromosome ends typically possess short G-strand overhangs.
ccordingly, we detected substantial signals for G-strand ssDNA in
l three NB cell lines (Figure 1B, top-left panel). In addition to the
gnals from chromosome-sized DNA, SK-N-MM also exhibited
wer molecular weight G-strand signals, which most likely derived
om extrachromosomal telomere repeats (ECTR), known to be
undant in ALT-positive cells [15,30]. Surprisingly, our assays
vealed substantial C-strand ssDNA in all three NB cell lines
igure 1B, top-right panel). While high levels of C-strand are often
und in ALT-positive cells, they are rarely observed in
lomerase-positive cells. The level of C-strand in LAN-1 was
mparable to that in SK-N-MM, whereas the level in SK-N-BE(2)N
as significantly lower. Consistent with the abundance of ECTR in
LT, only SK-N-MM exhibited substantially lower molecular weight
-strand signals. We confirmed that C-strand ssDNA was not a
neral feature of cancer cells as analyzed by our in-gel hybridization
say; none of the three AML cell lines that we analyzed in parallel
ntained detectable C-strand, although they did exhibit G-strand
gnals that were comparable to those in NB cell lines (Figure 1B,
ttom, and data not shown).
To confirm that the ssDNA signal associated with
romosome-sized DNA was due to terminal overhangs, we digested
e samples with E. coli Exo I or RecJf, which degraded
ngle-stranded 3′-overhang and 5′-overhang, respectively (Figure
). As predicted, the G-strand signals were generally quite sensitive
Exo I, whereas the C-strand signals were sensitive to RecJf.
terestingly, in comparison to the telomerase-positive cell lines, a
ightly higher fraction of SK-N-MM G-strand appeared to be
sistant to Exo I (Figure 1C, marked by an arrowhead), suggesting
at this ALT-positive cell line harbored more internal ssDNA on the
-strand (i.e., more gaps in the C-strand), possibly due to defective
lomere replication. Notably, the low molecular weight G- and
-strands in SK-N-MM were refractory to both Exo I and RecJf,
dicating that these ECTRs did not contain overhangs and were
ost likely circular DNAs.
Next, we examined the levels of C-circles, which were circular
CTRs that consisted of continuous C-strand and nicks or gaps on
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e G-strand. C-circles are known to be a specific and quantifiable
arker of ALT TMM [27], and as expected, they were readily
tected in SK-N-MM, but not in the two telomerase-positive cell
es (Figure 1D).

he Telomeres in NB Cell Lines Exhibited Reduced and
ariable STELA Efficiency
In addition to analyzing broad telomere size distributions, we sought
characterize at higher resolution the sub-population of relatively short
lomeres because they are believed to have stronger impacts on cell
oliferation [18]. For this, we utilized STELA, a strategy that entails the
ation of the 5′-end of C-strand to a linker (teltail), followed by
R-based amplification of the ligated fragment and detection via
uthern analysis (Figure 2A). Unlike Southern analysis, which
eferentially detects longer telomeres (because they hybridize to
ore telomere repeat probes), STELA can efficiently identify even very
ort telomeres when a subtelomeric fragment is utilized as the probe
igure 2A). We first applied STELA to the three NB cell lines and
und that for two of these lines, the distributions of STELA fragments
ere largely consistent with those defined by Southern analysis.
ecifically, the SK-N-MM STELA fragments were quite heteroge-
ous in size (from ~8 kb to b1 kb), whereas the LAN-1 fragments were
gure 2. STELA analysis of telomere length distributions in neuroblas
splayed. The telorette linker is annealed to telomere G-strand overhang
plified by PCR (using primers that correspond to the linker sequence
ELA analysis of five different NB cell lines and HeLa. To ensure adequ
actions for each ligated DNA sample were performed in all STELA ass
fferent probes (subtelomere-specific XpYp and telomere-specific T
lomeres. Arrowheads in C highlight a few STELA fragments of very d
ch cell line analyzed in C were quantified and plotted below the blot
ore tightly clustered (from 8 to 3 kb) (Figure 2B). As predicted, the
eat majority of fragments in these assays hybridized to both the
btelomeric probe (XpYp) and the telomere repeat probe (TR82). Also
expected, the shorter STELA fragments generated stronger signals
ith the subtelomeric probe (Figure 2B, the fragments marked by
rowheads). Notably, for both SK-N-MM and LAN-1 samples, there
ere very few N8 kb fragments even though these were clearly visible in
e Southern analysis. The absence of such long telomeres in the
ELA analysis is consistent with a previous report and most likely due
inefficient PCR amplification [20].
Most unexpectedly, we found the efficiency of STELA to be very poor
r the SK-N-BE(2)NDNA (Figure 2B). This was not due to the amount
quality of DNA used in the assay given that the same DNA generated
ite robust Southern signals (Figure 1A). To further explore the
riability in STELA efficiency, we examined two additional NB cell lines
K-N-F1 and LAN-6) as well as HeLa, a common reference cell line
om cervical carcinoma (Figure 2C, top). LAN-6 exhibited slightly higher
ELA efficiency than the other NB cell lines, whereas SK-N-F1
nerated very few fragments, just like SK-N-BE(2)N. Notably, in
mparison to all five NB cell lines, the HeLa DNA manifested much
gher overall STELA efficiency (Figure 2C, top and bottom). In
dition, the intensities of STELA fragments derived from HeLa
toma cell lines. A. A schematic diagram for STELA analysis was
and ligated to the 5′ end of the C-strand. The ligated DNA is then
and a subtelomeric sequence), and detected by Southern. B-C.
ate coverage of the telomere size distribution, 3 to 5 parallel PCR
ays in this paper. To confirm specificity of the PCR reactions, two
R82) were used. Arrowheads in B indicate several very short
ifferent intensity in the same reaction. Total STELA signals from
image.
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peared to be uniformly strong, unlike the quite variable intensities
und in individual NB samples (Figure 2C, some examples are marked
arrowheads). Together, these observations suggest that NB telomeres
d features that substantially and variably reduced PCR efficiency.

he Telomeres in NB Cell Lines Harbor Substantial and
ariable DNA Damage
T

gure 3. Analysis of the effect of glycosylases on STELA and DNA nic
d without Fpg and Endonuclease VIII treatment) were subjected to ST
e SK-N-BE(2)N samples (sample sets 5 and 6), the PCR cycle nu
ycosylase-treated samples, 50 ng of each genomic DNA was digested
ssible model to for the low STELA efficiency of SK-N-BE(2)N sample
om the indicated cell lines with or without Fpg treatment were analyze
alysis using 32P-labeled C8 ((CCCTAA)8) probe in the G-strand ass
hidium bromide stained gels (EtBr) for this analysis are shown to the
hidium bromide stained gel images are inverted. D. The traces for th
sy comparison. The data for G- and C-strand are presented separa
LT-positive cells. The purple and orange arrows highlight the differen
llowing Fpg treatment.
We reasoned that if the poor STELA efficiency of SK-N-BE(2)N
d SK-N-F1 telomeres is due to impaired PCR amplification, this
ay be compensated by increasing the PCR cycles. Indeed, when the
cle number was increased from 33 to 36, we can readily detect
ELA fragments in the SK-N-BE(2)N samples, even though the
tensities of these fragments were ~20 fold lower than those from
AN-1 and SK-N-MM (Figure 3A, compare sample sets 1, 3, and 5).
hus, the inefficient STELA of selected NB samples was probably
ks in neuroblastoma samples. A. NB cell line DNA samples (with
ELA analysis. To enable detection of weak STELA fragments from
mber was increased from 33 to 36 for these assays. For the
with 5 U of Endonuclease VIII and 4 U of Fpg at 37 °C for 2 h. B. A
is presented. See the main text for a detailed discussion. C. DNA
d by alkaline denaturing gel electrophoresis followed by Southern
ay panel and G8 ((TTAGGG)8) probe in the C-strand panel. The
right of the Southern images. To facilitate visual comparison, the
e Fpg-treated samples from all cell lines are plotted together for
tely. Thick black brackets indicate longer ssDNA found only in
t distributions of the LAN-1 and SK-N-BE(2)N C-strand fragments
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e to poor PCR amplification rather than poor ligation. Because
NA damages in cancer cells have been shown to cause sequencing
rors by interfering with polymerase function [31], we hypothesized
at NB tumors such as SK-N-BE(2)N may harbored more telomere
mages that blocked the efficient elongation of the PCR polymerase
ailsafe PCR enzyme in our standard protocol). One model (shown
Figure 3B) for how such damaged telomeres might nevertheless be
ccessfully amplified is as follows. During the first round of copying
e ligated C-strand, the DNA polymerase could pause or terminate
a lesion. However, because of the repetitive nature of the telomere
quence, during the next round of PCR, the 3′-end of the partial
oduct could anneal beyond the lesion site, allowing the DNA
lymerase to carry out further extension until it reached the next
sion. By repeating this process in multiple cycles, a fully “repaired”
ELA template (i.e., harboring both the subtelomeric primer
quence and the teltail linker sequence) can be generated, and
bsequently amplified just like an undamaged STELA template.
otably, according to this model, the repaired STELA template is
ely to be shorter than the original damaged template. Indeed, we
und that the lengths of the SK-N-BE(2)N STELA fragments (1.5 to
kb, sample set 5 in Figure 3A) were substantially shorter than those
the corresponding TRFs (3 to 6 kb, Figure 1A).
Because PCR polymerases vary in fidelity and tolerance to
odified nucleotides, we wonder if the use of alternative polymerases
ight allow for more efficient amplification of damaged DNA.
deed, when we employed an alternative STELA protocol that
tailed amplification by Pwo and Taq polymerases [25], the
-N-BE(2)N DNA became quite efficient at generating PCR
oducts (Supp Figure 1). Moreover, the size distribution of the
-N-BE(2)N STELA products from this alternative protocol (2 to 6
) corresponds well that in Southern analysis. Because Pwo is known
incorporate nucleotides with bulky side-chains, it may also be less
nsitive to modified nucleotides in the telomere DNA template, thus
lowing damaged DNA to be copied more efficiently.
One potential source of DNA damage is oxidized nucleotides [32].
o probe the existence of such nucleotides in telomeres, we analyzed
e effects of glycosylase treatment on STELA. Both endonuclease
III and Fpg are expected to induce nicks at oxidative DNA damage
tes. Therefore, if there are many more such damaged sites in
-N-BE(2)N, we expect that upon glycosylase treatment, STELA

gnals might be further reduced and the STELA fragments
eferentially shortened in the SK-N-BE(2)N samples. However,
is was not the case. Instead, we identified a new sub-population of
ightly shorter telomeres in all three NB cell line samples following
ycosylase digestion (Figure 3A, compare 1 vs 2, 3 vs 4, and 5 vs 6),
ggesting that all three NB cell lines contained some endonuclease
III- and Fpg-sensitive lesions in telomeres. Such lesions, however,
ere probably not responsible for the especially weak STELA of
-N-BE(2)N DNA, given the lack of a preferential effect of the
ycosylases on this DNA. Instead, SK-N-BE(2)N might contain
her DNA polymerase-blocking lesions that impaired PCR
ficiency.
To further investigate the extent of oxidative DNA damage in NB
lls, we performed alkaline (denaturing) gel electrophoresis after
eating the DNA with Fpg and/or endonuclease VIII. Remarkably,
e observed substantial reduction in the size of ethidium
omide-strained ssDNA following Fpg but not endonuclease VIII
eatment (data not shown), suggesting that the Fpg-sensitive lesions
ere quite prevalent throughout the genome of all three NB cell lines.
e then specifically analyzed the fate of telomere-containing ssDNA
llowing just Fpg treatment by alkaline gel electrophoresis and
uthern analysis. In addition to the three NB cell lines, we analyzed
parallel U2OS, another ALT-positive cell line derived from

teosarcoma. Similar to the bulk genomic DNA, we found that both
-strand-containing ssDNA and C-strand-containing ssDNA were
eaved into smaller fragments by Fpg, consistent with the presence of
g-sensitive lesions in the telomere region (Figure 3, C and D).
llowing Fpg treatment, both ALT-positive cell lines (SK-N-MM
d U2OS) harbored higher levels of longer ssDNA that hybridized
telomere repeats (Figure 3D, highlighted by thick black brackets),
expected from the presence of extra-long telomeres in these cells
at might stochastically contain few lesions. For the two
lomerase-positive cell lines, the sizes of the G-strand ssDNA were
arly identical after treatment, suggesting similar distribution of
g-sensitive lesions in the telomere regions (Figure 3D top diagram,
ange and purple traces). In contrast, the sizes of the C-strand
DNA were longer in LAN-1 than those in SK-N-BE(2)N (Figure

bottom diagram, marked by two arrows). This discrepancy
irrored the telomere lengths in these two cell lines and could
ssibly be explained by the absence of guanines on the C-strand
peat, making it unlikely for Fpg to cleave within the telomere
peats (although it could certainly cleave the subtelomeric region).
e also attempted to correlate telomere DNA damage to DNA
mage throughout the genome by comparing the pattern of
hidium bromide staining to those in the Southern analysis
igure 3C). While the sizes of ssDNA in the stained gel following
g digestion appeared similar those in the Southern analysis, it was
fficult to draw firm conclusions given the broad size distributions
d the limited resolution of the gel. Taken altogether, our data
ggested that oxidized purines (sensitive to Fpg) might be quite
evalent throughout the NB genome, and that because of its high
rine content, the G-strand of telomeres might be enriched in such
sions.
Overall, the most notable findings from our analysis of the three
B cell line telomeres were (1) the detection of abundant C-strand
erhangs in both ALT and non-ALT NB cells; and (2) evidence for
latively high levels of telomere DNA damage in NB. Therefore, we
xt proceeded to determine if these features are found among
RNB tumors.

-Strand ssDNA Overhangs Were Consistently Detected in
RNB Tumors
We proceeded to characterize single-stranded telomere DNA in 30
B tumor samples using in-gel hybridization. However, before we
alyzed the levels of G- and C-strand overhangs, the TMMs of these
mor samples were first assessed by C-circle analysis and their ATRX
atus, which was found to correlate strongly with ALT TMM. As
own in Figure 4, A and B, 4 of these NB tumors (832, 2481, 3013,
d 2242) exhibited high levels of C-circles. Compared to the
-N-MM cell line, the levels of C-circles in these tumors were lower
y ~5 to 27-fold), but still substantially elevated relative to other
mples. All 4 tumors also carried deletions in ATRX, supporting a
rong linkage between mutations in this gene and the ALT TMM.
terestingly, one other tumor (3374) that carried a point mutation in
e ATRX allele (L407F) did not yield detectable C-circle, suggesting
at this mutation did not affect TMM, and the HRNB was cured in
is patient. We then analyzed the tumor DNA by in-gel
bridization, and in agreement with the results from cell lines,
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Figure 4. Analysis of the levels of C-circles in NB tumors. A. C-circle assays were carried out using genomic DNA from the indicated NB
cell lines and tumors. The cell line assays were done in quadruplet, and the tumor assays were done in duplicates. B. The levels of
C-circles from the indicated cell lines, tumor samples, normal tissues were quantified and plotted. The signal from all samples were
normalized to that from the spinal cord, which is set as 1 unit. C. C-circle assays were carried out using genomic DNA from the indicated
normal tissues and tumor samples. After scanning, the ImageQuant scale is compressed to allow the visualization of weak signals
(compare the signals for tumor 2422 in A and C). D. The C-strand ssDNA levels of the 7 samples with detectable C-circles and the 10
samples with undetectable C-circles were plotted as blue and green circles, respectively.
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tected substantial and variable levels of G- and C-strand ssDNA in
th ALT and non-ALT samples (Figure 5A). In general, there was a
oderate but not tight correlation between G- and C-strand levels,
ith the former being slightly higher than the latter (Figure 5B).
nexpectedly, three normal neuroectoderm-derived tissues (adrenal,
rebellum, and spinal cord) also manifested significant G- and
-strand ssDNA (Figure 5, A and B). These results raise the
triguing possibility that the unusual ssDNA at NB telomeres was
herited from the developmental program of these cells. In
mparison to NB, AML tumor samples consistently manifested
wer levels of G-strand ssDNA, as well as undetectable C-strand,
nfirming that this aspect of telomere structure was distinct between
euroectodermal derived versus hematopoietic derived cancers
igure 5C).

-Strand Overhangs in NB and Neural Cells Are Due To
elomere Trimming
While C-strand overhangs were initially thought to be related to
LT, more recent studies suggest that this structure is often a result of
lomere trimming, a telomere shortening pathway that entails the
combinational excision of telomere repeats. Interestingly, low levels
C-circles (much lower than those found in ALT cells) were recently
own to be another marker of the telomere trimming pathway [17].
e re-analyzed our C-circle data to identify samples with low but
tectable levels of this structure. Among the 17 non-ALT samples
-examined for this purpose (including 15 NB tumors), seven
hibited detectable C-circles (Figure 4C). Notably, these seven
mples also consistently manifested high levels of C-strand ssDNA
igure 4D, blue circles). This correlation lends additional support to
e notion that the C-strand ssDNA in NB tumors may be a hallmark
telomere trimming activity. The most definitive marker of this
tivity is t-circle, which is thought to represent the product of
combinational excision and which can be unequivocally detected
ing 2D gels [17,33]. Because the 2D gel assay requires substantial
ount of DNA, we performed this analysis using samples from three
B cell lines and HeLa (Figure 5D). Indeed, we were able to detect
ear t-circle arcs in all the NBDNA but not HeLa. Moreover, there is
modest quantitative correlation between the levels of t-circles and
-strand ssDNA in the different NB cell lines (i.e., more of both
ructures in the SK-N-MM and LAN-1 cells than in SK-N-BE(2)N).
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Figure 5. Analysis of ssDNA on the G- and C-strand in NB tumors and the detection of t-circles in NB cell lines. A. The levels of
single-stranded G- and C-strand signals were measured by in-gel hybridization assay. B. From each in-gel hybridization blot, the relative
signals of the G- and C-strand overhangs to total DNA (quantified by ethidium bromide staining) were determined and plotted. G-strand
signals are shown as dark blue bars and C-strand signals orange bars. C. The levels of G- and C-strand overhangs are compared between
multiple NB and AML tumor samples. D. The levels of t-circles in the indicated cell lines were analyzed by 2D gel electrophoresis and
hybridization to the TR82 probe. The arcs corresponding to t-circles in the NB samples are highlighted by arrows. The gel strip showing
the migration of size standards after the first round of electrophoresis is displayed at the bottom of each blot. The diagram on the left
illustrates the directions of electrophoresis and the expected paths for linear and circular DNAs.
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ltogether, the C-strand ssDNA, C-circle and t-circle analysis support
e existence of active telomere trimming in HRNB. Therefore, in
dition to incomplete end replication, NB telomeres may frequently
ffer from another mechanism of telomere shortening.

B Tumor DNA Samples Manifest Variable STELA
fficiency and Distinct Telomere Size Distributions
To determine if variable STELA efficiency is also a characteristic of NB
mors, we applied the assay to a total of 30NB tumor samples (Figure 6).
terestingly, 9 of the 30 samples showed poor STELA efficiency,
nerating very few and weak fragments, similar to what was observed for
-N-BE(2)N (Figure 6A, samples 3168 and 1980B, and data not
own). For the other 21 tumors and 2 normal neural tissues, we analyzed
e STELA size distributions using TESLA software and plotted the
sults in Figure 6B. Based on the patterns of distribution, we classified the
mors into 4 groups. Group 1 (7/30 tumors, shown in green) exhibits
oad distribution of telomeres, with some very long and some quite short
agments. Even though this pattern superficially resembled that from the
LT-positive cell line SK-N-MM, only one of 7 tumors in this group
013) was ALT-positive based onC-circle assays.Group 2 (5/30 tumors,
own in light blue) yielded well defined telomere clusters in the 1.5 to 6
range (e.g., tumor 2535 in Figure 6A). Group 3 (5/30 tumors, shown
red) harbored mostly telomeres that were N3 kb, but with some
ntaining a minor population of short telomeres (e.g., tumor 2427 in
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Figure 6. STELA analysis of telomere length distributions in neuroblastoma tumors; model for the roles of telomere trimming and TMMs
in NB proliferation. A. Representative STELA analysis results for the indicated NB tumors are shown. A few especially short STELA
fragments that correspond to the previously described T-stumps are designated by arrowheads. B. STELA signals were analyzed by
TESLA software and plotted with prism software. Based on distributions of STELA signals, NB tumors are divided into 4 groups: broad
distribution (group 1), well defined telomere cluster of 1.5 to 6 kb (group 2), mostly long telomeres (N3 kb) with a minor population of short
telomeres (group 3), and tightly clustered short telomeres of 1 to 3 kb (group 4). NB tumors that showed poor STELA efficiency are not
included in this classification. C. Selected NB tumor DNAs were subjected to TRF Southern analysis. Ethidium bromide staining of the gel
indicate that all samples have comparable amounts of DNA except for tumor 3013, which contained two- to threefold less DNA. D. Model
for how telomere trimming and TMMs may influence the proliferative capacity of neuroblast-derived normal and tumor cells. The
neuroblast progenitor cells are proposed to harbor both telomere trimming and telomerase activity. Normal neural tissues and low-risk
neuroblastoma have limited capacity for cell division due to the retention of telomere trimming and repression of TMMs (top branch). In
contrast, high-risk neuroblastoma can sustain proliferation by either activating TMMs to compensate for the telomere trimming-mediated
shortening (middle branch) or by repressing telomere trimming completely prior to shutting off telomerase (middle branch).
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gure 6A). Finally, Group 4 (4/30 tumors, shown in dark blue) harbored
htly clustered, short telomeres in the 1 to 3 kb range. For tumors from
hich sufficient DNA is available, we also analyzed the telomeres by TRF
uthern (Figure 4C). All the samples, including those that were
efficient in STELA assays (Figure 4C, last 4 lanes), manifested sizable
lomeres, indicating that the absence of STELA products was not due to
sence of telomeres or degradation of DNA. In addition, similar to
sults for cell line DNA, the comparison of TRF and STELA analysis
vealed under-representation of long telomeres in the STELA assays. For
ample, both of the group 2 samples manifested 8 to 10 kb telomeres by
RF Southern but generated few such fragments in STELA. Overall, our
rvey of NB tumor telomere distributions supported the existence of
bstantial telomere DNA damage in some samples, as well as
terogeneity of telomere size distributions across tumors.
A previous STELA analysis of cancer cell lines indicate that some
ncers may harbor a significant population of extra-short telomeres
ith very few telomere repeats [34]. Such telomeres are referred to as
-stumps and correspond to STELA fragments that are ~500 bp or
orter. T-stumps were also occasionally detected in our NB cell lines
d tumor samples (see e.g., fragments marked by arrowheads in
igure 6A), but they represented a very minor fraction of total STELA
agments. In addition, our preliminary analysis did not reveal any
sociation of T-stumps with other telomere features such as overall
lomere distributions and telomere ssDNA.
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iscussion
this study, we expanded previous characterization of neuroblas-
ma telomeres by investigating for the first time single-stranded G-
d C-overhangs at telomeres in multiple cell lines and a collection of
RNB tumor samples. We also characterized telomere length
stribution using STELA, a technique especially well-suited to the
entification of short telomeres. Our findings revealed surprising and
ique features of neuroblastoma telomeres that may have both
ological and therapeutic implications. These implications are
scussed below.

-Strand Overhangs and C-Circles in Neuroblastoma Cell
ines and Tumor Samples

Perhaps the most unexpected among our findings is the detection
high and variable levels of C-strand overhangs in neuroblastoma
at is unrelated to ALT TMM. This has not been reported for any
her cancer, and we confirmed that C-strand overhangs are rarely
tected in e.g., acute myeloid leukemia. The co-detection of such
-strand overhangs with t-circles as well as low levels of C-circles
ggests that they all reflect active “telomere trimming” [17]. This
thway for rapid telomere shortening is believed to be due to
combinational excision of telomere repeats. While telomere
imming has not been previously linked to a specific cancer, it was
ported to be active in sperms, stem cells (both embryonic and
duced pluripotent stem cells), and activated lymphocyte [17,33].
hese precedents suggest that that the variable levels of the telomere
imming activity in neuroblastoma may be due to the retention of an
herent activity in neural crest cells [35], from which neuroblastoma
iginates (Figure 6C). Even more surprising, we detected similar
-strand overhangs and C-circles in spinal cord and cerebellum,
ggesting that this pathway persists in post mitotic neurons. Indeed,
recent analysis of telomeres in mouse brains during aging revealed
lomere erosion in non-replicative neural cells [36], which is
nsistent with active telomere trimming. How this trimming activity
d the resulting telomere C-strand overhangs impact on the biology
normal and cancerous neural cells is currently unknown. Notably,
lomere trimming was hypothesized to be a homeostatic mechanism
at counteract over-elongation of telomeres by telomerase, and
erefore preferentially activated in cells with long telomeres [17,33].
owever, this is apparently not the case for neuroblastoma tumors;
e found quite high levels of C-strand overhangs in many samples
ith short telomeres, suggesting that this trimming activity is
idespread in this cancer, resulting in the continuous production of
ort telomeres, and a compensatory TMM.
The substantial and variable levels of C-overhangs in neuroblas-
ma suggest tumor heterogeneity in telomere dynamics. High levels
telomere trimming activity may continually generate relatively
ort telomeres that require TMM for maintaining tumor cell
oliferation (Figure 6C). Conversely, low trimming activity may
duce or obviate the requirement for TMM. In this regard, it is
orth noting that two neuroblastoma cell lines capable of extensive
oliferation in vitro were recently found to possess no TMM [11].
ased on the level of t-circles, Dagg et al. proposed that the repression
trimming activity in these cell lines may have resulted in extremely
ongated telomeres, which in turn sustained extensive proliferation
igure 6C) [11]. Together, the prior and current findings support the
rther examination of the molecular basis and regulation of telomere
imming in neuroblastoma and other cancers. Insights on telomere
imming mechanisms remain quite limited; to date only XRCC3,
bs1 (two recombination proteins) and TZAP/ZBTB48 (a
lomere-binding protein) have been strongly implicated in this
thway [17,33,37,38]. Whether these factors as well as other
combination proteins are responsible for the disparate levels of
lomere trimming in different cancers is an interesting question for
ture investigation.

elomere DNA Damage in Neuroblastoma Cell Lines and
umor Samples
In the course of analyzing telomere length distribution via STELA,
e observed substantial variability in both the abundance and
tensity of PCR fragments across neuroblastoma cell lines and tumor
mples. This has not been reported in previous applications of
ELA to other cancers [34]. Although we do not have a full
derstanding of the molecular basis that underlies neuroblastoma
ELA heterogeneity, one likely explanation is high levels of telomere
NA damage, including oxidative damage. In particular, we showed
at treatment of the neuroblastoma DNA with Fpg induced high
vels of nicks, causing substantial reductions in the sizes of
lomere-bearing ssDNA upon alkaline gel electrophoresis (Figure
. Notably, Fpg-sensitive lesions were probably not the only ones
sponsible for poor STELA efficiency. The SK-N-B(E)2 N and
N-1 cell lines, which manifested very different STELA efficiencies,
idently harbored similar levels of Fpg-sensitive lesions. Previous
NA-seq profiling of neuroblastoma cell lines revealed significant
riabilities in the expression of glycosylases and endonucleases
volved in the repair of various DNA lesions [39], providing one
planation for the varying levels of such aberrations in our samples.
The DNA size reduction in alkaline gels caused by Fpg treatment
as similar for telomere-bearing DNA (detected in Southern analysis)
d the bulk of genomic DNA (visualized by ethidium bromide).
hus, the levels of 8-oxo-dG and other Fpg-sensitive lesions appeared
mparable at telomeric and non-telomeric locations. In addition, the
vel of Fpg-sensitive lesions was unaffected by the TMM of the cell
e given that all samples exhibited similar sized DNA following Fpg
eatment in alkaline gels. While the DNA lesions in neuroblastoma
ere not telomere or TMM-specific, they might nevertheless have
plications for telomere-targeting strategies. In particular, high levels
baseline telomere DNA damage may present greater challenges to
e telomere replication machinery and increase the frequency of
lomere truncation. In addition, 8-oxo-dG near telomere 3′ ends
ve been shown to inhibit telomerase activity in vitro, and this may
count for the continuous telomere shortening observed in cells
ficient in PRDX1 and MTH1, two factors that minimize oxidative
NA damage [40–42]. Moreover, the combined deficiency in
lomerase and the DNA glycosylase NTH1 causes severe telomere
ss [43]. Together, these considerations suggest that tumors with
gh levels of DNA damage may be more susceptible to telomerase
hibition or other telomere-targeting strategies. The connection
tween oxidative damage and telomeres is supported by another
udy, which investigated the potential of targeting telomeres through
thio-dG [44]. This nucleoside analog is a substrate for telomerase,
d its incorporation into telomeres triggers a telomere DNA damage
sponse. In a recent report, 6-thio-dG was shown to work
nergistically with the mitochondrial inhibitor Gamitrinib (which
creases reactive oxygen species and could cause substantial DNA
mage) in suppressing the growth of NRAS-mutated melanoma
4]. A better understanding of the relationships between telomere
NA damage, telomere maintenance mechanisms, and telomere
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ortening pathways (both incomplete replication and telomere
imming) in specific cancers will be necessary to fully exploit the
tential of telomeres in cancer diagnosis and therapies.
In summary, we have shown that NB telomeres (analogous to
rmal neural tissues) may be subjected to significant telomere
imming, and may harbor high levels of telomere DNA damage.
oth features could render neuroblastoma more reliant on TMMs,
us accounting for the especially strong prognostic significance of
MMs for this cancer [14]. Our results also suggest that telomere
imming and DNA damage could serve as useful biomarkers for
RNB. Whether other cancers present similar opportunities for
lomere-based diagnostics and therapies is an interesting question for
ture investigation.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
i.org/10.1016/j.neo.2019.04.002.
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